A reduction in the in situ rates of oxygen and glucose consumption of cells in EMT6/Ro spheroids during growth.
The rates of consumption of oxygen and glucose by EMT6/Ro cells in multicellular spheroids were measured at various times during normal growth. In situ spheroid cellular consumption rates were similar to those of exponentially growing single cells up to a spheroid diameter of 150 micron. Further growth resulted in decreases in the rates of both oxygen and glucose consumption which were correlated with the increase in spheroid diameter and cell number. At a diameter of 1300 micron, both rates of cellular consumption had decreased by a factor of 2.5. The rates of consumption per unit of nonnecrotic spheroid volume decreased in a similar manner. Measurements with single cells demonstrated that the rate of oxygen consumption was coupled with glucose concentration, and vice versa. The rates of consumption for cells dissociated from small spheroids indicated that there was some effect of the spheroid environment. As the spheroids grew, however, association in the spheroid structure accounted for a smaller proportion of the total observed reduction in the rates of nutrient consumption. The presence of central necrosis also appeared to have no effect on the rates of consumption of these nutrients. Spheroid-derived cells showed a decrease in cell volume with growth as the cells accumulated in a quiescent state. Measurements with single cells demonstrated that oxygen and glucose consumption were correlated with cell volume and with the development of nonproliferating cells. We conclude that the observed decrease in oxygen and glucose consumption with growth in spheroids is largely due to the progressive accumulation of cells in a quiescent state characterized by an inherently lower cellular rate of nutrient utilization.